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OPPORTUNITIES

CONTACT US:

Most schools lack aviation programs,
leaving students unaware of career

opportunities in this arena. Early
exposure to aviation can inspire

students to pursue STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering &

Mathematics) concepts, making
them more practical and exciting.

By focusing on middle and high
school students, STEM Aviation

Academy works to promote diversity
and inclusion. We aim to break down
barriers and create opportunities for

students from all backgrounds to 
explore exciting aviation careers.

Find out how you can make a difference - See back

Nonprofit Public Benefit
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Thank You to Our
Sponsors!
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Commercial aviation will need 649,000 pilots, 690,000 technicians and
983,000 cabin crewmembers over the next 20 years.

By exposing today's youth to aviation, STEM Aviation Academy is
addressing this crisis head-on by filling the gaps in the aviation industry

through education and safety training.

$100,000 - Wings of Knowledge: Scholarships & Curriculum Development

$250,000 - “Powered By” Aviation Excellence Commitment

$50,000 - Soar to Success: Upgrading Training and Mentorship

$25,000 - Flight to the Future: Comprehensive Aviation Opportunities

$10,000 - Elevate Education: Aviation Safety & Scholarships

$5,000 - Skyward Bound: Sponsor a School Field Trip
Support educational outings to STEM Aviation Academy, offering tours and
hands-on experiences at local airports.

Significantly expand aviation education and support new facilities nationwide.
The sponsor's name or logo will be featured as the primary supporter, offering
prominent recognition, nationwide influence, and a lasting impact on aviation
education through initiatives such as national promotion, facility support, and
major event sponsorship. 

Fund safety seminars, subsidize field trips, and provide scholarships for
aviation-focused programs.

Offer full scholarships, invest in advanced flight simulators, expand outreach,
help develop STEM Aviation Academy events.

Help STEM Aviation Academy upgrade training equipment, establish mentorship
programs, create career pathways and host educational after-school workshops.

Establish endowments for ongoing scholarships, support aircraft acquisition,
launch a summer aviation camp, and sponsor awareness campaigns.

$2,000 - Friends of STEM Aviation Academy
Join our network of aviation enthusiasts who support vital education,
outreach, and safety programs.
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